Welcome

Please help yourself to breakfast.
Agenda

8:00 - 8:30am  Registration and Breakfast
8:30 - 8:40am  Welcome
8:40 - 10:20am Panel Discussion including audience Q&A
  ● Jessica Hoban, State of Nevada
  ● Lisa Maher, Children’s Aid Society of Alabama
  ● Nancy Newton, WellSpan Philanthropy
10:20 - 10:30am  Closing
1. Grant recipients appreciate partnering with grantors!
Grantee focus group results, feedback and burden reduction

2. Grantees aren’t afraid of performance accountability. In fact, we like it!
3. There seems to be little or no coordination between grantors.
4. What’s good for the goose... timely response deadlines are set for grantees, and should be set for grantors, too.
5. IT Systems – Let’s make the benefits outweigh the challenges.
Grantee focus group results, feedback and burden reduction

6. Technical assistance – there are better ways to do it.
7. A strong dose of “user-centered design” could guide an effort to streamline compliance requirements.
8. Grant recipients need a collaboration forum.
9. Kudos to several grantor agencies!
10. Other questions/comments...?